ABSTRACT The use of computer-based and online education systems has made new data available that can describe the temporal and process-level progression of learning. To date, machine learning research has not considered the impacts of these properties on the machine learning prediction task in educational settings. Machine learning algorithms may have applications in supporting targeted intervention approaches. The goals of this paper are to: 1) determine the impact of process-level information on machine learning prediction results and 2) establish the effect of type of machine learning algorithm used on prediction results. Data were collected from a university level course in human factors engineering (n = 35), which included both traditional classroom assessment and computer-based assessment methods. A set of common regression and classification algorithms were applied to the data to predict final course score. The overall prediction accuracy as well as the chronological progression of prediction accuracy was analyzed for each algorithm. Simple machine learning algorithms (linear regression, logistic regression) had comparable performance with more complex methods (support vector machines, artificial neural networks). Process-level information was not useful in post-hoc predictions, but contributed significantly to allowing for accurate predictions to be made earlier in the course. Process level information provides useful prediction features for development of targeted intervention techniques, as it allows more accurate predictions to be made earlier in the course. For small course data sets, the prediction accuracy and simplicity of linear regression and logistic regression make these methods preferable to more complex algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The modern ubiquity of computer use and internet access have dramatically impacted many facets of education, including engineering education [1] . There has been a rapid rise over the last decade in the use of computer-based or online formats either to facilitate (e.g. online distribution of materials) or conduct higher-education courses, and enrollment among all students in at least one online course is now at 32% [2] . Many universities now include online programs, and online publisher resources have also grown correspondingly. This movement is matched in the field of training, with more than 60% of the 5.7 million hours of training given in 2007 by The Boeing Company were partially or totally online [3] . The use of these technologies has created many opportunities for higher student access and novel methods for student engagement. Online and computer-based learning have also had equally great impacts on learning assessment.
In traditional classroom settings, recording of student's progress is often a combination of subjective performance reviews and paper records [4] . The resultant data available for analysis are typically ''summative assessments'', which are a measure of cumulative knowledge accumulated (e.g. examinations). These are often only available at discrete points in the course progression [5] . By contrast, online and computerbased learning settings typically create an electronic log of a wide array of interactions between the student and the learning system, such as individual question responses (such as multiple choice or text-based) over an often more prolific set of homework, quizzes, and examinations. Data collection, both in depth and quantity that would be impractical for traditional classroom settings, is easily recorded through electronic venues. From a practical perspective, in these settings there is greater access to data at a finer temporal scale, since logs are typically recorded at every student interaction with the system. Additionally, the increased level of detail contained in the logs also often allows interpretation of processlevel data. Rather than only being able to access the end result of each student's effort, intermediate pieces of information can provide insights into the progression of learning.
There are many objectives of assessment, though one of high utility to educators is the prediction of future performance of students. This type of ''formative assessment'' focuses on providing information to evaluate student learning during the learning process, such that the process of instruction can be adapted to achieve maximal effectiveness [3] , [5] . For courses conducted entirely online, feedback based on formative assessment can be used to modify the content or presentation of instruction.
In addition, for courses supplemented by technology, similar predictive feedback can provide insight into the appropriate timing and content of targeted interventions for struggling students.. Interventions could include individual meetings between the student and instructor, extra instruction on particular topics, or recommendations of study techniques and preparation methods. Such interventions are typically intended to improve the learning of students, either individually or as a group. For such a targeted intervention approach, it is not only important to have high-accuracy predictions of students, but also to obtain these predictions as early as possible in the course, so that any interventions can be as impactful as possible in the student's understanding throughout the course. Traditionally, an instructor might create predictions through the application of statistical techniques such as linear regression to analyze whether the formative metric values for a particular student are indicative of a good or poor final performance (as measured by ''summative assessment'', such as examinations). These techniques fall under another burgeoning field, that of machine learning.
Machine learning (or data mining) is a branch of artificial intelligence that focuses on algorithms that identify and learn the relationships between data. These algorithms generally fall under the categories of unsupervised, which attempt to identify underlying structure in data, and supervised, which infer a function to relate input data to a ''target'' variable. The rise in popularity of these techniques can be attributed in part to their flexibility and capacity to process large, highdimensional data sets [6] . The application of these techniques to educational datasets has risen dramatically in recent years, and has been given the designation of Educational Data Mining (EDM) (see [4] , [7] for a review of EDM literature). Much of the focus of this work has been on the increasing use of online education (e.g. [8] , [9] ), which generates enormous datasets that machine learning approaches are well-equipped to process. However, to date there has not been an in-depth analysis of the nature of data generated in educational settings, and the impacts of data from these settings on machine learning applicability and results.
In particular, the characteristics of finer temporal resolution and process-level data provided by online and computerbased course environments have not been investigated for their contribution to machine learning models utilizing these features. Additionally, there is a wide range of machine learning techniques with varying capabilities that may have varying utility on these data sets. With this in mind, there are two primary goals of this research. The first is to determine the usefulness of temporal and process-level information in addition to traditional metrics as features in machine learning prediction models. The second is to determine whether the type of machine learning technique used has an impact on prediction performance in classroom settings that incorporate computer-based data.
II. METHODS
In selecting a data set to answer this research question, it is important to use an environment that includes both traditional features, such as ''summative assessment'' examinations, in addition to technology-driven features that include temporal and process-level information. This way, machine learning prediction models can be constructed both with and without the additional features. For clarity, models that include only the traditional features are referred to as ''traditional models'', while models that also include process-level information are referred to as ''process-level models''. There are two primary metrics for the comparison of these models, given the assessment-oriented utility of prediction models discussed above. First, the prediction accuracy is analyzed, as more accurate predictions allow for greater confidence in the application of targeted interventions. Second, the chronological progression of prediction accuracy is examined, to determine whether the finer temporal scale in the computer-based features allows for accurate predictions of final performance to be made earlier in the course.
A. DATA COLLECTION
De-identified data was obtained from a mixed graduate and undergraduate Human Computer Interaction (HCI) course. Most of the course was conducted in a traditional classroom format, however a set of online daily quizzes were incorporated to assess comprehension of the reading material prior to each class. For the purposes of this study, the quiz data are utilized for its temporal and process-level information. As such, the process-level models include these features, while the traditional models created only utilize the summative features. The students that completed the course for a grade included 9 graduate students and 31 undergraduate students (40 total). A variety of student assessment data were collected in the course and a full list is presented in Table 1 . All data in Table 1 were graded on a scale of 0-100, aside from the case study and course evaluation, which were on scales of 0-10 and 0-3 respectively. The final grade was available both as a raw numeric score on a scale of 0-100, as well as on an ordinal scale (A,B,C, etc.).
The course included opportunities to obtain up to three extra credit commendations, which would not change the final average score, but could improve the final letter grade in cases where the student was close to the grade cutoff (90% for A, 80% for B, etc). For the prediction models created in this study, these extra credit opportunities were not considered. The grades associated with the miscellaneous category only had peripheral importance to the subject matter, and therefore were also excluded from use in the machine learning analysis. The graduate project information was only available for a small subset of the students, and therefore was also not used in the prediction process.
By summing over the column of instances in Table 1 and excluding metrics as discussed above, the collected dataset represents 27 individual metrics for use in machine learning. For the machine learning prediction algorithms, the final grade (either numerical or ordinal) represents the primary prediction target. The remaining 26 metrics were available to be used directly as features in the machine learning models to predict final grade. Additionally, for each category an agglomerative feature was created by taking the average of that category (e.g. ''project average''), resulting in 5 additional features.
Records were also available for excused and unexcused absences for each student. Excused and unexcused absences resulted in a number of scores of ''0'' for the daily quizzes. The excused absences were not included in the calculation of the final grade, and therefore should not be included in the model predictions. One option would be to exclude those specific quiz values from the analysis, but some methods (e.g. linear regression) are unable to model datasets with missing values. Since all 5 students with excused absences had multiple excused cases, it was preferable to exclude those students from the analysis, leaving 35 students in the dataset. For these remaining students, the grade distribution for the elements in Table 1 that were included in the machine learning analysis is shown in Fig. 1 . There are still a number of absences for the daily quizzes that resulted in a ''0'' score, however these were unexcused and were factored into the final grade.
The resultant total possible features for machine learning (31, from 26 individual metrics plus 5 agglomerative metrics) is nearly equivalent to the number of individual students (35). This scenario of high number of features to data points poses significant challenges to the machine learning approach [10] .
For small datasets, the primary concern is the tendency for machine learning models to overfit training data. Consider a case with 100 unique features and 100 students in the training set. In a linear regression model, a single feature for each student could be used to perfectly predict the final grade. However, the weights associated with these fits would be specifically tailored for the training data, and would have difficulty in predicting previously unseen student data.
To counter this tendency to overfit data, feature selection methods can be utilized to reduce the number of features. In cases where domain knowledge is available, ad-hoc feature selection or reduction can be an effective method [11] . In this case, it is apparent by the number of instances that the largest contributor to feature vector size are the daily quizzes (19 instances). Therefore, we can approach the feature selection by creating reduced feature sets of quizzes. To this end, a downselected quiz feature set was generated by selecting the quizzes that showed the highest average error across all students. These quizzes tended to have the largest variability in scores across students, and therefore may have greater discriminability in a prediction task than other quizzes. Briefly, these ''high-error'' quizzes were selected by applying a simple K-means clustering algorithm with 2 clusters based on quiz error rate. The quizzes that were assigned to the cluster with higher error were designated as ''high-error'' quizzes. The quizzes assigned to this ''high-error'' group were quizzes 2,3,5,6,10, and 14. The corresponding topics for these quizzes were Vision, Research Methods, Vestibular / Spatial Disorientation, Displays, Error, and Controls, respectively. Overall, these topic areas may have represented more technical and calculation-intensive areas than the topics quizzes in the lowerror group (such as workload, decision making, and situation awareness). By utilizing a subset of the most influential quizzes, we can limit the size of the feature space used in the machine learning models.
B. MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
Machine learning algorithms generally fall under two paradigms: supervised and unsupervised learning [12] . Supervised algorithms infer a function that relates a set of input features to labels (also called ''targets''). Supervised learning is directly related to prediction tasks, and for the classroom dataset presented here can be used to identify the relationship between formative assessment measure such as quizzes to the final course grade. Unsupervised learning does not require labels, and investigates internal patterns or structure within a dataset. While unsupervised techniques could be useful in a course setting to provide clusters of student performance, these algorithms do not directly allow for predictions, and are therefore outside the scope of this paper. For this analysis, a set of commonly used supervised learning techniques were selected and are shown in Table 2 , listed roughly in order of increasing complexity of the models constructed by the algorithm. These supervised algorithms can generally be divided based on the nature of the target variables; regression algorithms predict continuous target variables, while classification algorithms that predict discrete target variables. For the regression techniques presented in Table 2 , the numeric final course grade was used as the target for prediction. For the classification techniques listed, the letter grade (A,B,C) instead used as the prediction target.
An accurate prediction of continuous measures (such as the numeric course grade) has a higher level of precision over discrete measures such as the letter grade. However, it may not be possible to achieve accurate prediction of the continuous numeric grade using regression techniques. Additionally, it could be argued that from an intervention perspective, the educator does not care about the exact numeric grade, and only cares whether the student falls into a category of ''needs intervention'' or ''does not need intervention''. Thus for the purposes of informing intervention, the classification approach may be preferable. Due to these considerations, both regression and classification techniques were included in the analysis. The particular methods chosen represent some of the most common and flexible methods used in machine learning, and have been used successfully in a wide variety of domains [12] .
Generalization performance was assessed for all methods using a 60%:20%:20% data split for training, validation, and test set sizes, respectively. Due to the small dataset available (35 students), the concern arises that the data may not fairly represent the distribution of scores for all data splits. To address this issue, students were ordered by final grade score divided into groups of 5 students based on this ordering. For each group, 3 students were randomly assigned to the training set, and 1 student was assigned to each the validation and tests sets. With this strategy, the risk that the validation or test set may contain only good or poor students is reduced.
Both SVMs and ANNs have model aspects that must be considered in the creation of these models. In SVM models, the choice of kernel (such as linear, polynomial, or Gaussian) can impact the capability to fit functions. In this analysis, the standard linear kernel was implemented to maximize the simplicity of the resultant models. For determining the structure of the ANN models, several heuristics can be used. For nearly all mappings of the input space into the output space, one hidden layer is sufficient to characterize the mapping [13] , and therefore was selected to be used for the ANNs created in this study. The optimal number of neurons in the hidden layer depends on several variables including the size of the training set, the complexity of the underlying function, the noise, and the activation function selected [14] . However, general heuristics have been suggested (e.g. [15] ) that the number of training data should be between 2 and 10 times the sum of the size of the input, hidden, and output layers. In this study, given the number of data available and the general range of the input layer, a moderate network size of 10 hidden neurons was selected.
III. RESULTS
The results section is divided into four subsections. The first two report the overall prediction results and temporal prediction results for regression techniques. The latter two report the equivalent results for classification techniques.
A. REGRESSION RESULTS-POST-HOC PREDICTION
The selected regression methods (linear regression and ANN regression) were compared based on the model fit of the data on the test set, as measured by R 2 . Table 3 shows the average performance results on the test set over 10 runs of using a variety of combinations of features with each technique, including both agglomerative and individual metrics. Cumulative grade percentages of features used in model construction are presented in the third column. The difference between linear and ANN regression performance was tested using a paired two-sample Students t-test, and significance values for the test are shown in Table 3 . Additionally, significance of the regression fits were tested using the associated t-statistic, and significant correlation coefficients (using a Bonferroni correction α =0.05/18=0.0028) are marked in Table 3 .
The data in Table 3 reveal several relationships about the feature sets and the machine learning techniques used. By comparing r 2 values within a column, the relative contribution of different feature sets to final grade prediction can be observed. The test metrics provide the greatest predictive fits for the final grade relative to the other individual metrics. It also appears that for each agglomerative metric, there is little difference in model performance compared to models that utilize the equivalent individual metric values (e.g. quiz average compared to quiz scores for ANN models). The results indicate that the linear regression models (r 2 = 0.038, 0.189) have greater difficulty than ANN models (r 2 = 0.286, 0.245) in creating fits using only the quiz score data as compared to the quiz average. This may result from the higher flexibility of ANN models in fitting non-linearities, which may be more pronounced across all quizzes but not observed in the quiz average. However, this advantage is unobservable in the other (lower dimensional) metrics, and for the feature sets that include most of the grade contribution, linear regression actually outperforms ANN regression. Additionally, models from quiz score data alone explain relatively little of the final grade under either method, and so the few advantages of using ANNs on this dataset may be limited.
An additional important insight that can be drawn from Table 3 is the relative grade contribution of the feature set in comparison to the model fit using those features. Since the target variable is a function of the input variables, certain model predictions may be more useful than others by providing additional information about the final grade over the inherent grade contribution. Consider the feature set that includes all the average metrics, which has a grade contribution of 95%. While models created on this data have a very high fit value (0.956 and 0.873 for linear and ANN regression, respectively), the explanation of these models is similar to the contribution of the features to the final grade. In other words, these models do not provide major benefits beyond simply calculating the final grade based on using the averages of the input features. This is not the case for some of the other feature sets. Consider the models created from using only test average. The model fits (0.874 and 0.779 for linear and ANN regression, respectively) are considerably higher than the actual grade contribution of the tests (40%). In this case, the models have been able to create a much better prediction of final grade than would be directly implied by the grade contribution of the tests alone.
The subset of ''high error'' quizzes shows the highest proportion of explanatory power to grade contribution among all feature sets. This is an important finding for several reasons. First, this indicates that these ''high-error'' quizzes are able to capture most of the information contained in the quiz scores while reducing the number of features from 19 to 6, which reduces the potential for the model to overfit the data. Second, since the ''high-error'' quizzes comprise a smaller percentage of the final grade, this indicates that the relative explanatory power of these features (r 2 ∼ 0.2 for 6% contribution) is high compared to the superset of all quizzes (r 2 ∼ 0.2 for 10% contribution). However, given the low explanatory power of models based on either set of quiz scores alone, while the quizzes may provide a high explanatory power relative to their grade contribution, a successful model will include other features (e.g. tests, problem sets) in addition to the quiz scores.
Predictions of performance have greater value the earlier they can be obtained. Thus, an investigation of the usefulness of process-level information over time is conducted in the next section. As discussed previously, there appear to be few advantages of ANN models over linear models. There are also disadvantages in utilizing ANNs over linear regression models due to the difficulty in determining a clear link between the created model and the contribution of each input. This is a particularly important consideration for this application, as targeted interventions rely on the educator's understanding of which topics or areas are difficult for students. In ANN models, the relationship between individual features and final grade prediction may be difficult to ascertain, and may limit the usefulness of ANNs in a targeted intervention approach. Therefore, for the temporal analysis presented in the following section, linear regression models were selected for the further analysis.
B. REGRESSION RESULTS-TEMPORAL RESULTS
A second investigation was conducted to analyze the capacity of regression models to make predictions of the final grades as early as possible in the course. At each class session of the course, additional assignments or examinations are completed and thus more information is available to the models. Table 4 shows the number of quizzes, projects, problem sets, and test scores assigned at each class session.
When considering the temporal progression of the class, quiz grades are accumulated far earlier in the course progression than the other measures. Therefore, this information may be of assistance in making early predictions relative to those based on the traditional classroom measures. To test the predictive assistance provided by quiz scores, three sets of models were created: 1) a model that only utilized the traditional discrete classroom measures (projects, problem sets, and tests), 2) a model that incorporated all quiz scores as features, and 3) a model that incorporated the ''high error'' quizzes. Fig. 2 below shows the comparison in performance between the two models. In Fig. 2 , the performance of the models is objectively assessed by Sum-Squared Error (SSE) of the model prediction, given in (1).
whereŷ is the predicted final grade by the model, and y is the actual final grade. Lower SSE indicates closer predictions to the actual values, and thus better model performance. The timing of the problem sets, projects, and tests are labeled on Fig. 2 , and it can be seen that for the traditional model (without quiz data), model performance stays constant until new information from one of these sources is available.
Several observations can be made based on these results. First, the process-level models (that include quiz data) exhibit a lower SSE than the traditional model, which is expected since the feature sets of the process-level models are a superset of that of the traditional model. Second, it is apparent that the improvement in performance varies over time (as measured by the vertical distance between the traditional and process-level SSE), which is indicative that not all quizzes contribute equally to prediction performance. Consider the change in model performances for the all-quiz model between classes 2 and 3. At class 2, the performance is nearly identical to the other two models, and thus the quiz data available at that time (quiz 1) does not make a major contribution to reducing prediction error. By contrast, at class 3 this model improves considerably in performance, indicating that the new set of quiz information (quizzes 1 and 2) allows the model to achieve a much more accurate prediction of final grade. Interestingly, this effect is not solely the result of quiz 2, as the model of high-error quizzes does not see similar improvement at the availability of quiz 2 data. This indicates that it is not merely quiz 2, but the combination of the information from quizzes 1 and 2 that allow the all-quiz model to outperform the others.
There are several interesting conclusions arising from the comparison of the two models that include quiz data in Fig. 2 . As expected, the model with all quizzes is able to achieve a better fit of the data than the model that includes only the ''high error'' quizzes. For some time periods of the class (e.g., classes 4-6) the two models have very similar prediction performance. However, there are other time periods (e.g., class 11) where the model that includes all quizzes has a much lower SSE than the ''high-error'' model.
Based on the results in Fig. 2 , we can also begin to answer the question of when accurate predictions of grade can be made with each of these models. The figure demonstrates that the quiz information improves the prediction over the traditional model, but does this allow for accurate predictions to be made earlier? The determination of how much accuracy is necessary to make a prediction is a complex topic. As has been stated earlier, prediction information has greater value the earlier it is available, but predictions become more accurate with time. Therefore the concepts of model accuracy and time are highly intertwined. Early, accurate predictions have great value for informing targeted intervention approaches. However, the nature of the intervention, cost, and efficacy over time will also play a role in choosing the appropriate model accuracy. Therefore, the exact performance level necessary to inform intervention is domain dependent. However, we can still draw useful conclusions about the results of the specific temporal analysis in Fig. 2 . A horizontal line on the graph in Fig. 2 indicates the time at which each model reaches any particular performance threshold. Consider the performance level represented by an SSE of 800. The all-quiz model achieves this level of performance by class 11, while the other two models do not reach this performance level until class 13, just after the first test. There are important implications of this timing difference. The prediction accuracy level that can be achieved after the first test with the traditional and ''higherror'' models can be achieved prior to the first test with the all-quiz model. This is very valuable from a targeted intervention approach, as an intervention prior to the first test could improve test performance for struggling students (such as through an extra study session, etc.). In the consideration of both the accuracy and temporal advantages provided by the process-level information, it is clear that this information provides considerable benefits to educators and students.
C. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS-POST-HOC PREDICTION
As previously discussed, prediction results of ordinal grade (A,B,C) may be as informative as predictions of continuous grade for the purposes of targeted intervention. If higher accuracy can be achieved through a discrete classification approach on course datasets, this method may be a useful alternative to regression.
A similar approach was taken to classification as the regression analysis presented earlier. An overall analysis was con- ducted to determine the best techniques for classification using a variety of feature sets. Table 5 shows the results of using a variety of combinations of features with each classification method used, using 10 data splits to reduce the importance of random assignment to training, validation, and test sets. In Table 5 , the standard classification algorithm performance measure of classification error is used. Note, however, that since this is a measure of error, lower values represent better performance. Additionally, since there are 3 classes with the largest class containing 16 students, we expect a ''naive'' error rate of around 54%. This calculation is based on the assumption of assigning all students to the most frequent class, thus misclassifying 19 of 35 students.
Several conclusions are apparent from the results in Table 5 . First, no single method appears to be consistently superior in prediction performance to the other two. Both logistic regression and ANNs tended to outperform SVM models across most feature sets. This may be due to the use of the standard linear kernel in the SVM algorithm, which will have difficulties modeling non-linearities in the data. For any particular feature set, the resultant ANN model will have a higher complexity than the corresponding logistic regression model. As with regression analysis, the increased complexity and difficulty in drawing connections between inputs and outputs makes ANNs less desirable for informing targeted intervention. Based on the similar classification performance between ANNs and logistic regression models and the greater interpretability of logistic regression, logistic regression was selected for further temporal analysis.
D. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS-TEMPORAL RESULTS
For the classification approach, the same set of features over time was used from Table 4 . At each point in time, three models were constructed: a model without process-level quiz data, a model including all quiz data, and a model including only the ''high-error'' quizzes. Fig. 3 compares the logistic regression model performances over time through classification error. In Fig. 3 , we can see that prior to the introduction of the first problem set, the behavior of the models is erratic and is near the naive error rate (54%) for all three models. This is largely due to the difficulty in the convergence of the maximum likelihood estimation calculations, and all of the models in this time range exceeded the iteration limit specified (10,000 iterations). This is an important result as well, as the indication is that for few features without high correlation to the targets, the classification approach may not be reasonable.
Beyond the first problem set, we can see the models begin to diverge in performance, with the models that include quiz data showing lower classification error than the traditional model. The all-quiz model maintains the best performance, while the ''high-error'' quiz model has performance in between the all-quiz model and the traditional model.
The models including quiz data show similar performance near the beginning of the course (e.g. classes 6-10), but diverge in performance just before the first test (classes [11] [12] . At the end of the course, the ''high-error'' quiz model again demonstrates moderate performance, achieving perfect classification before the traditional model but after the allquiz model.
The results show similar implications to those from the regression analysis, such that the models that include processlevel quiz information offer advantages for both accuracy and timing. For example, the all-quiz model is able to achieve approximately the same classification performance before the first test as the traditional model achieves after the first test, which could be immensely useful for interventions. Additionally, we can note that perfect classification is achievable immediately after the first test with the process level model, while only occurs near the end of the course for the traditional model, indicating that accurate classifications can be made with the all-quiz model 8 classes before the traditional model. The additional time lends these predictions considerably more value over those of the traditional model, as it allows for earlier intervention in the course. From these temporal results, it is clear that the quiz information allows for accurate predictions to be made earlier in the course, providing additional benefits to educators and students.
IV. DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION
The first objective of this paper was to address the usefulness of process-level information (in this case, daily quiz scores) in machine learning prediction models. The results indicate several important findings. For post-hoc prediction, the quiz data does not significantly contribute to prediction performance. This is visible from Tables 3 and 5 , where the models constructed using either the agglomerative quiz average metric or the individual quiz score did not achieve strong fits of the data. Other features appear to be far more useful in this regard, such as the tests for this dataset. However, this result only considers the content of the quiz data, and does not consider the timing. When viewed as a prediction task partway through the course, it is clear from Fig. 2 and 3 that the quiz information provides benefits to improving the accuracy of the predictions made earlier in the course. In short, while the summative assessment techniques have better direct correlation to the final course grade, the process-level quiz data is informative when these other metrics are not yet available. This indicates that process-level information may be very useful to educators to inform targeted intervention, as the earlier an intervention can be made the greater the potential impact on the outcome of the course. The use of ''high-error'' quizzes (to reduce the feature space) appears to improve performance over the traditional model, but does not provide as strong benefits as the inclusion of all quiz information through time. This is particularly prominent in Fig. 2 , where the performance of the all-quiz model is much better than the ''high-error'' quiz model just before the first test, which is important in the consideration of intervention timing.
The analysis also allows for the comparison of the regression and classification approaches. Both Tables 3 and 5 indicate that post-hoc models require summative information (e.g. tests or test average) to have strong performance, and there may be little difference between the approaches when all course data is available. A more interesting comparison is available in the temporal analysis, through the comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 . In both cases, error is observed to decrease with time. However, the progression of prediction errors is quite different. Consider the prediction values for the allquiz model just before and after the first test. In the classification approach, the error drops from 17.14 (misclassifying 6 students) to 0. Qualitatively this seems to be a large change in prediction accuracy. In the regression approach, the SSE drops from 751 to 483. If we extract the average error from this value (by dividing by 35 students and taking the square root), we can see the average error per student change from 4.63 to 3.71. This difference seems far less important, as it seems unlikely that this average error change would drastically affect the educator's targeted intervention planning. This indicates that the classification approach experiences greater changes in prediction accuracy through time, and more rapidly approaches perfect prediction. Regression, on the other hand, progresses more slowly in prediction accuracy, and this reflects a generally useful prediction even earlier in the course. Therefore, it appears that there may be advantages to the classification approach later in the course, while regression may be more consistent in performance earlier in the course.
However, there are several important caveats to these results: the determination of what model accuracy is needed and the exact timing and nature of any intervention is dependent upon the domain. Therefore, it is necessary to have subject-matter experts (ideally, the educators themselves) provide interpretation to the prediction results. These experts have knowledge of the potential benefits and costs associated with an intervention, and can apply this knowledge to the rates of model accuracy over time. Consider the data shown in Fig. 3 . If the cost of an intervention is very high relative to the cost of a failed student or trainee, it would be appropriate to wait until the model is able to achieve perfect classification prior to performing an intervention. This would result in the earliest possible intervention timing to be class 13 with the all-quiz model, class 17 with the ''higherror'' quiz model, and class 21 with the traditional model. Under different assumptions of the cost/benefit properties of intervention and the costs associated with having a student finish the course with poor performance, the appropriate time for intervention requires interpretation. However for this dataset, under all circumstances, the process-level quiz data allowed for greater certainty in intervention earlier in the course.
The second objective of this paper was to determine the impact of type of machine learning algorithm on prediction performance. For both regression and classification analysis on this dataset, simpler models (linear regression and logistic regression) were able to achieve similar prediction performance to more complex models (ANNs and SVMs). This may indicate simpler (or in particular, linear) relationships between the features and the targets for this dataset. For more complex datasets, it is yet to be shown whether models such as ANNs that can handle non-linearities will perform stronger in a similar prediction task. In the selection of particular methods for regression and classification on the presented dataset, it is important to remember that one of the primary goals of modeling work is to preserve parsimony, hearkening back to principles such as ''Occam's Razor''. With this in mind and the similar performance of linear and logistic regression to more complex models, the results clearly recommend the use of linear regression for regression analysis, and logistic regression for classification.
In summary, this research has demonstrated that processlevel information in an educational course setting does not improve summative prediction benefits when all other metrics are available, but does provide greater prediction accuracy earlier, especially in the absence of summative assessment measures. Additionally, for these types of datasets, simpler machine learning algorithms are able to achieve similar generalization performance to more complex models. One area of future research could investigate whether these properties hold for larger or more complex datasets. Additionally, the details of transforming prediction results into targeted intervention approaches through the interpretation of subject matter experts should be further investigated.
